I send this email out to people, who
have been in concact with Greffrey
Hoppe & Linda Benyo, Crimsoncircle.
Below is the responces !
Hi there !!
I feel a responsibility to pass these informations around, I would have
liked not to.
It has come to my knowledge that there are things going on in the
Crimsoncircle that are not appropriate.
You can see the information at: www.crimsoncircle.dk , type the address in
if thelink do not work.
New information will be added on the webpage along the way.
If your intuition tells you to, send this mail around
Kind regards
Torben Hansen

Below here a list of responses from people, who had
deceptive experiences with Geoffrey Hoppe & Linda
Benyo, Crimson Circle.
Feel free to send your own experiences & I will post
them here!
_____________________________________________
Hi Torben, 10th juli 2011
From an energy level...this group is manipulated by
the dark forces and cording energetically into their
followers and also being implanted...We happened to
do a healing session to free one of their ex members
where her energy was still being syphoned (sucked) by
this group...We call these people twilight masters
sometimes they do not even know they are being
used...The New Age has been hijacked by these

regressive forces/black magicians..When I heard the
word Crimson..it made me feel uneasy...
Blessings!

Nancy

Hello Torben Hansen,

July 8, 2011

Thank you for coming out openly against the Crimson
Circle; I was briefly involved with them in 2006. I
left because it dawned on me that their agenda was
immoral and unethical. I believe that "Tobias" is
indeed a disincarnate being of a lower astral nature
that likes alcohol, sugar, red meat, sex, smoking,
etc. all of the things that they advocate
indiscriminately. I suspect they played a low
frequency, rapid-cycle audio underneath the opening
"act" to put people into a trance at the beginning of
their sessions. Their follower’s look and act
hypnotized and will viciously fight anything or
anyone that tries to break through the hypnotic
trance to wake them up. The low vibration of the
group is dark and it attracts more dark so actual
dark astral entities feed off of people in their
sessions.
They are ruthless in hanging on to their monetary
holdings.
I am in alignment with most of the content on your
website – I believe that new age cults, Course in
Miracles etc. are mostly Illuminist thought control
side ventures.
Susan
Date: Thu, 7 Nov 2009 20:45:11 +0200 (CEST)

Hi Torben !

Thanks for your wise information.I agree, the low ethics and confusing
information does not go with the universal laws.
Greffrey Hoppe is channeling his own unbalanced ego universe.
I wonder why the information from other channellers do not tell about what
is going on in the world (forexample you mentioned David Icke and
www.mysticknowing.com where you get very usefull information to help you
navigate in these challenging times.
It also seems to me that the information from Kryon and Lightworker and
others is confusing not bringing any significant usefull information.It is
presented like the next workshop will save you. And it seems odd that you
can certify people to be teachers just by attending a workshop. I know the
workshop do not leave any creativity to the teachers, everything is a dogma
setup, leading you nowhere.
With blessings
Larry.

Dato:

Tors, April 9, 2009 13:18

Hi Torben,

First of all, I am fortunately not a shareholder of the CCEC,
but I
simply wanted to express a big *thank you* that you were so
bold and
daring to bring that topic out into the open! :-)
I am not sure regarding your name, I am from Germany and maybe we have
met at the Camelot tour in September '04 together with Jan from Norway,
then in Zurich for the Dreamwalker and also in Frankfurt at one
workshop, perhaps it was even my last one in June 07, the Ascension
School? I remember that a couple from Denmark arrived too late due to a
breakdown of their car - was that you and your wife?

I am not surfing very often the CC Messageboard, but I saw
your link
just before the whole thread was deleted. I am feeling it as well
for a
long time - that the

channelings from Geoffrey are distorted and
corrupted. To my mind he is completely manipulated, but when I
read your article and now also the report from Janice, I know why......
I am no longer listening to or reading the shouds, but I am following
the development with quite an amazement that this ridiculous show can
continue on and on. In Germany this topic is discussed every once in a
while and many people do feel the same, that it is only fake.

Blessings and Happy Easter!
Lindi

Sent: Sunday, April 12, 2009 8:07 AM
Subject: Important information about the crimsoncircle
Hi Torben
Thank you for all this information, I had wondered why the universe was
stopping me
from listening to the monthly shouds (since November) and attending the
Sydney and
Auckland workshops. Thank you for being a spokesperson for many.
Pam

Sent: Saturday, April 11, 2009 7:43 PM
Subject: Re: important information about the crimsoncircle

Hi Torben,
My apologies... just realized that I "scratched" your name in my first
post.
I actually forgot I was in some directories (which I don't have access to,
as my
operating system is old and can't read these parts of the website).

Your informations seem to be a confirmation of the strong
feelings I am getting
about the CC in general for quite some time now... Of course,
I couldn't put words
on those feelings but I just knew something big was going on
(I have also been
feeling that on a regular basis during the webcasts where we
are all connected).
With blessings,Catherine.
Date: Thu, 9 Apr 2009 20:17:11 +0200 (CEST)

Hi, Torben.
Desteni has been conducting extensive research on many topics one of which
is channelers and psychics. What they found out is unusual, to say the
least
and very unexpected. They did their research based on direct observation
and

double checked everything.

Basically, around that time (end of 2005) the
beings were removed that were
still channeling and only the mind remained as
an entity/clone.
And whatever is going on in the channelers
mind.
Meaning that Saint Germain, for example, was
removed. So, since 2005, any
channeler has been only channeling their own
mind. Even before that though,
channels were only able to channel pre-recorded
information. Before 1998,
the channeled being would have direct contact with the channeler, but what
that being said was scripted. After 1998, these scriptswere literally
downloaded into the channels mind, and were accessed only from there.

There is extensive documentation on the Desteni site
about channelers and how they worked and what they
were used for. Actually since 1998 there has
been no direct communication from any dimensional
being to any person on earth.
That means that Crimson Circle is the same setup as A
Course in Miracles and other channellers etc.
"The dimensional beings that channeled before 1998 were actual
dimensional beings¡¯, though after 1998, all the beings that
channeled before were designed pre-programmed information
systems as beings¡ within and as the human being as
channels,unconscious mind thus a duplicate system as being was
created within and as the unconscious mind of the human being
as channel which ran automatically so that the actual
dimensional being
doesnt have to come through and channel through the human
being."
FORUM Answer to question about channelers

"This entire world, this physical manifested
existence was locked down and out from the
dimensional existence in 1998 (except for the demons)

when the dimensional beings decided that they did not want to come through
human beings here and channel, but preferred remaining within their
dimensional creations, they were not bothered/concerned for human
beings/earth and would much rather stay away so that is why everything was
designed to to run automatically¡ within this world, this includes the
channels as human beings.
FORUM Answer to question about channelers
Tara
Date: Thu, 9 Apr 2009 20:17:11 +0200 (CEST)

Hi, Tohan.
Thank you for your email. I, too have had my concerns about the
Crimson Circle management and Geoffery Hoppe.
I found this fascinating, since I was involved with Crimson Circle since
late 2005, until September of 2008, but, when I met them in 2006, I was not
impressed with them. They were just like anybody else
full

of anger,
irritation and manipulation.

But they were the best I could
find, before
Desteni. I even took a course and applied to be a trained to be a trainer
of
that course, but they never even acknowledged my application even though I
sent it twice. Lol

I did later read the terms for being a CC teacher and
they were veryexploitative.
Basically, you were completely controlled by their
rules, as
though you were an employee, but you were not paid a
salary, but were more
like an independent contractor meaning you had to cover all the expenses
of putting on the workshops you were teaching out of your part of the
income from the workshop. Basically the rules garaunteed that CC would get
it¹s money 1st and that the poor Teachers would never make much more than
covering their own expenses to teach the workshops. I said fuck that.
There were other things that didn¹t ³smell² right and now I get this email
from you. What¹s fascinating is that you repeatedly made

reference to how
Geoffery Hoppe¹s message changed at the end of 2005 and how
you feel he got
off track with his channeling at that point.
See, something interesting happened at the end of 2005, where
channeling was
not able to continue in the form it had been. So basically,
channelers since

then have been channeling entities in their own minds, though
they believe
they are still channeling. Desteni has documented all that has
occurred and
if you¹d like to find out more, I can refer you to more
detailed
information.
Thanks for letting me know about this and speaking up.
Tara
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2009 12:33 PM
Hi Stranger!
Where you been? I agree and have found out the hard way myself. I went to
CO last summer and discovered that they are just not up to my expectations,
and that I am my own self, and had started a disconnection a while ago.
Alot of my friends are the same
Keep in touch
Still love talking to you!!

I am behind anything you want me to sign ect (if you need it)
Antonette

